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Abstract
1. Radar Interferometer technique in spatial domain
basically provides information on the angular
position of the discrete scatters and their aspect
sensitivity to the radar backscatter in the vertical
plane containing the interferometer baseline. It is
also possible to derive the drift of the scatterers
along the direction of the baseline by tracking their
positions as function of time. The technique has
been used extensively for studies on plasma
irregularities in the ionosphere (1), (2), (3), (4), (5),
(6), (7), (8), (9) and also used this technique for
lower atmospheric observation.

The radar interferometer technique was first
introduced for ionospheric application (1) and later
developed in more detail (2), offers a powerful
means to determine the small aspect angles
associated with the backscatter from the FAI. The
technique is so remarkable that it could be
effectively used to measure aspect angles of the
order of 10-2 degrees, as demonstrated by (7) for
the equatorial spread F irregularities. The method
involves measuring the complex cross-spectrum of
the signals received at two-phase centers of the
interferometer baseline. The cross-spectral phase
and magnitude (coherence) provide the mean angle
of arrival and rms deviation of the angular
distribution of the returned signal respectively.
Using the phase measurements as function of time,
it is possible to derive the drift velocities along the
baseline as shown (2).

In the presence of moderate to heavy precipitation,
Doppler spectra at VHF often contain two peaks:
one due to hydrometeors and the other due to clear-
air back scattered echoes. The peak at larger
Doppler velocity (taking sign into consideration) is
coming from the refractive index fluctuation where
as the second one is due to precipitation. Various

techniques for separating these echoes are reported.
They generally follow two approaches:

1. Fitting Gaussian function to the turbulence (clear
air) echo by (10), (11), (12)

2. Separation of these two echoes by considering
the minimum power point between these two peaks
represents the boundary (13).  Recently, attempts
have also been made to separate these echoes
objectively (14), (16) from VHF radar spectra.
With VHF radars, it is, thus, possible to measure
mean vertical air motion (up- and down-drafts) and
also fall speed spectrum of precipitation particles.

Studies on precipitating systems with VHF wind
profilers have been made by many researchers in
the past by (17), (18), (19), (20), (10],(21), (13),
(22), (23), (11)and (12). Some of these studies
focused on characterizing different types of
precipitating systems, the radar bright band and
turbulence and precipitation echo structures, while
other studies focused on retrieving the rain drop size
distributions using a single frequency technique.
These studies tried to reveal the structure of
mesoscale wind circulations during the passage of
typhoons and to study the disturbances (or waves)
they generate during their passage over the radar
site. All these observations made when radar is
operating under Doppler Beam Swinging technique
and there is no severe changes in atmosphere during
the observation time.

This chapter presents the results of a study on
atmospheric radar signals during a severe
convective event using spatial domain
interferometry technique. During convective event
atmosphere is highly turbulent and wind field will
be changing very fast in time and space. There is
strong updraft and down draft of mass is observed
along with heavy precipitation during the event.
This will lead in to multiple echoes with in the radar
observational volume. Due to its complexity, the
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extraction of information is very difficult using
conventional technique such as Doppler beam
swinging and power spectral analysis could not
reveal desired information from the observation. In
this paper, we are reporting an approach using
Space Domain Interferometry (SDI) technique to
extract the information. Using SDI, coherence and
phase of the bi-modal signal has shown unique
characteristics which helps in identifying the
velocity of clear air and precipitation echoes.

2. Experiment Description and Method of
Analysis
The Gadanki MST radar is a coherent pulse Doppler
radar operating at 53 MHz with a peak power-
aperture product of 3x1010 Wm2. A detailed
description of various subsystems and operation of
the radar was given [24]. Hence the description
given here is relevant to the radar interferometer
experiments as applied to the lower atmosphere.
The antenna system occupying an area of 130 m x
130 m is a phased array of 32 x 32 three-element
Yagi antennas consisting of two orthogonal sets,
one for each polarization (magnetic E-W and N-S).
The array can be illuminated in either of the
polarizations using 32 transmitters, each feeding a
linear sub-array of 32 Yagi antennas. The outputs of
the 32 transmitters are connected to 32 linear sub-
arrays through equal number of transmit-receive
(T/R) and polarization selection switches. The
receiver part consists of 32 channels corresponding
to the 32 linear sub-arrays. The signals received
through the 32 channels, after passing through the
front-end amplifier and mixer units, are combined
and fed to a phase coherent receiver at the IF level.
This feature of the antenna and receiver network has
been made use of for the radar interferometer
application.

For interferometeric mode of operation, signal
reception, the whole array was divided into two
equal parts along the geomagnetic north-south
baseline with each part consisting of 16 linear sub-
arrays with their phase centers separated by a
distance of 65 m. Since there is only one receiver
for reception, it was switched between the two
halves of the antenna array every sampling interval,
which corresponds to the coherent integration
period of 2 ms. This was accomplished by
introducing an SPDT switch, operating in

synchronism with the coherent integration pulses,
between the two halves of the antenna array and the
receiver. For the transmission purpose, the whole
antenna array was used, thereby restricting the
region probed to the main lobe of the interferometer
pattern. The antenna array was phased in such a
way that both transmit and receive beams are
formed at a zenith angle.

The complex voltage amplitudes of the
backscattered signals were recorded in the form of
in-phase and quadrature-phase components for the
two antennas. Following expression given by (24),
the mean angle of arrival and its variance can be
obtained from the complex normalized cross
spectrum of the signals received cross spectrum of
the signals received at the two antennas. The
expressions are derived as follows:
The signal received at antenna 1 can be expressed
as

v1 (t) = 
j

Aj exp i(t + j) Where j is a

random phase angle that corresponds to a particular
scatterer, and Aj is the corresponding amplitude,
Fourier transforming a relatively small segment of
the data, we get

V1 () = 
j

Aj exp (ij)

Similarly for the signal from the second antenna of
the same gain,

V2 () = 
j

Aj exp i (j - kd  j)

Where k is the radar wave number, d is the
length of the baseline and j, is the angular position
of the jth scatterer. (sinj is replaced by j, since the
angles of interest are small and j are uniformly
distributed over 0 to 2). Taking ensemble averages
(equivalent to temporal or spatial averages) leads to:

exp ij = 0

V1()V2
*() =

j

Aj
2 exp ikdj

Defining the normalized complex cross spectrum as
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S12 () = exp (ikdj)

If we assume that the radar backscatter arrival angle
j have a Gaussian distribution with a mean  and

a variance 2
 , S12() can be expressed as
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The cross-spectrum magnitude (coherence) and
phase are given as :

  2 2 2
12| | exp ( )S k d   

12 ( ) kd   

3. Results and Discussion
Figure 5.1(a) and (b) show a sample power
spectrum of the echoes received from radar during
the convective event. Figure 3.1 (a) is the Doppler
power spectrum plotted in a range normalized mode

where as 3.1(b) plotted in colour coded form. It can
be noticed that, there are multiple echoes spread
over entire band width of observation. During
convection it is difficult to measure the wind
vectors due to changes in instantaneous velocity
field within the radar observation volume.
Moreover the medium also will be highly turbulent
which result in spreading the Doppler spectrum.
This brings in difficulty in measuring the mean
Doppler velocity and other parameters. It is evident
from the power spectrum plotting that the direct
computation of mean Doppler shift is tedious due to
large fluctuations.

VHF radars generally detect clear air echoes but
it can also detect heavy precipitation with in the
radar observation volume.
During convection strong winds were observed
along large up-drafts and down drafts.

Subsequent to that heavy precipitation follows.

Figure 3.1 Doppler Power spectrum from the radar back scattered echoes during a convective event ( a)
2- dimensional plot normalized to individual range bin (b) same as a but in colour code.

(a)

(b)
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So it is possible to generate two type of echoes one due to up draft and other due to downward motion of the

Precipitation as shown in figure 3.1 Using conventional approach it is difficult to distinguish the echoes and
identify the mean Doppler due to clear air and that of due to precipitation. It is also difficult to average
number of frames, since characteristics of the spectrum vary from frame to frame due to instantaneous change
in wind fields.

Important aspect of cross spectral analysis is the identification of the mean Doppler shift when the spectra
become very complex and influenced by large disturbances due to turbulence. Using cross spectral analysis of
signal received from two receivers separated a distance (phase centers of the antenna systems are 64 m) for
the height range of 3.6 to 20.7 km is shown in figure 3.2 (a) to (p). One plot shows the coherence and
subsequent to that is phase derived using complex cross spectral analysis. By looking at the cross spectrum
output in terms of coherence and phase one can find that there are two distinct echoes (strong peaks) present
in each range gate and when the coherence is high there is linear phase change. By identifying the maximum
coherence and mean value of the phase in the linear range one can find corresponding mean Doppler. The
slope of the phase is measure of apparent velocity (14) in the horizontal direction. So it is easy to estimate
mean Doppler velocity at particular height by this method. In the cross spectral analysis there are two peaks
observed in the coherence and there is corresponding linear phase.  This observed up to 5.85 km distinctly and
at higher altitudes echoes due to turbulence only visible as shown in the figure 3.2(a) to (c) . In normal
precipitation the two peaks are observed once ice melts down at the melting layer. It is reported that these are
at the height of around 4 kms. In convection the melting layer disappears due to strong updraft and there are
chances of the water droplets/ice particle lifting above 10 km.

Once convection is over there is a transition and stratic form rain starts along with the presence of melting
layer.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
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(e)

(d)
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(f)

(g)
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(h)

(i)
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(j)

(k)
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(l)

(m)
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(o)

(n)
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Once the cross spectral analysis is over, identify the peak corresponds to highest coherence and its frequency
values. Figure 5.3 shows the frequency profile plotted over the Doppler power spectrum for clear air echoes.
Since multiple peaks are generated in power spectrum and the strongest

(p)

Figure 3.3 Mean Doppler (frequency) profile plotted over Doppler power spectrum. Mean
Doppler is identified using cross spectral analysis

Figure 3.2 (a) to (p) Cross spectral analysis of radar back scattered signals. Upper panel shows
Coherence and lower panel shows Phase
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peak corresponds to precipitation echoes (as visible in the Doppler power spectrum positive side of the
frequency) from 3.6 to 6 km, it is almost impossible to identify the clear echoes in lower range gates. Cross
spectral analysis helps in detecting the echoes correctly as shown in the figure 5.3.

4. Conclusion
An algorithm is developed for the analysis of
atmospheric radar back scattered echoes. A detailed
analysis is carried out on observation during a
convective event. The spectra show multiple peaks
and distinctly showing bimodal characteristics.
Identification of two distinct Doppler and its mean
velocity is become more difficult when the medium
is highly unstable and turbulent. Space Domain
Interferometry technique is applied to extract these
two echoes. The high coherence and linear phase
shown in cross spectral analysis helps to identify the
clear air and precipitation echoes in a highly
complex signal pattern. Large number data sets
were tested with this technique and found to be
successful in identifying the multiple peaks echoes
in a highly disturbed environment. Spatial Domain
Interferometry of atmospheric observation and cross
spectral analysis has considerable advantage in
analyzing the signal during the disturbed condition
of the atmosphere and multiple targets (echoes)
were present. Example given clearly demonstrate
the capability of the technique and the signal
analysis for atmospheric radar applications.
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